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METHOD FOR DETERMINING UNBALANCED LOAD

The present invention relates to a method for determining unbalanced load, which provides an efficient operation of the washing machine by determining the unbalanced load created by the uneven distribution of the laundry being washed in the tub, during the spinning cycle.

In the domestic appliances, preferably in washing machines, the rotational axis and the center of gravity do not match with each other when the clothes in the drum which are stuck to the inner walls of said drum by the centrifugal force, are not distributed stably. The dangerous centrifugal forces that occur in this case, may cause an overstrain of the washing machine strength, formation of harmful vibrations and even the moving of the washing machine itself.

In one of the prior art embodiments, the unbalanced load occurred due to the distribution of the laundry in the rotating drum during the spinning cycle, is determined according to the unloaded drum reference. The unbalanced load accumulated at a certain area in the drum, looses its potential energy due to the gravitational force, during the downward movement of the drum and produces a moment, which is directly proportional with the distance of the unbalanced load from the center of rotation. Whereas when the unbalanced load is raised upwards, it gains potential energy and the motor generates additional moment that is proportional with the distance between the unbalanced load and the center of rotation, in addition to the torque required to drive a balanced system. Thus, as the potential energy of the system increases, its speed decreases and the amount of current drawn from the motor increases; whereas, on the other hand, as the potential energy of the system decreases, its speed increases and the amount of current drawn from the motor decreases. By making use of this feature, the measurement can be made at low rpm drum speed values such as 100 rpm at
which drum speed, the sticking of the laundries to the inner peripheral wall of the
drum is ensured; and the principle of calculating the variation of speed oscillations
in direct proportion with the amount of unbalanced load, is evaluated by waiting
for a certain time and inputting an error band, and then estimating the amount of
the unbalanced load. As each unbalanced load creates a different standard
deviation, this serves for determining whether spinning cycle will be started or at
which maximum speed the spinning can be performed.

This method, which is currently used, gives the results that are deviated from the
actual values with the drum containing balanced load. Inertia increases as the
amount of balanced load increases and the speed fluctuations created by the
unbalanced load moment decrease in line with above-mentioned increase. In other
words, as the balanced load increases, the standard deviation of 100 rpm to occur
due the same amount of unbalanced load, decreases and consequently said
unbalanced load is detected as if it were less than its actual amount, according to
the values set for the empty drum reference system and erroneous results are
obtained.

In DE 19610189, determining the spinning speed according to unbalanced load is
described. In this document, the spinning speeds are applied starting from the
lowest value and the average voltage reapplied at a certain speed is calculated. As
this value will provide a notion about the unbalance, then, it is determined
whether the next higher spinning speed can be applied or whether a distribution is
required or not.

In DE Patent Application No. 19832292, load is estimated by raising the laundry
to a certain angle and by reading the maximum current drawn at that moment in a
direct drive structure in a direct drive structure or by applying voltage until a
certain current is attained, then observing the angle reached at that current.
In EP Patent Application No. 1113102, total load and unbalanced load are determined by signals obtained from the motor.

In EP Patent Application No. 0709512, the amount of load is deducted from the speed oscillations during the pre-washing cycle.

In German Patent Application No. 4336349, the inertia of the amount of wet laundry is determined by means of a spinning procedure.

In USA Patent No 6029299, the amount of load is determined by examining the speed profiles during washing. In this description more frequent and softer waves represent a large amount of laundry whereas less frequent and sharper falls and rises indicate a smaller quantity of laundry. This is understood from the rising and then falling of the laundry in the drum.

In USA Patent No 6032494, before the spinning, different distribution speeds applied at different loads, for providing the optimum distribution and the minimum distribution.

In USA Patent No 6038724, a way of estimating the load based on inertia-speed, in a washing machine of a top-loading type with a vertical axis.

The object of the present invention is to develop a method for determining an unbalanced load depending on the amount of laundry loaded in washing machines, which ensure a safe operation of the washing machine particularly during the spinning cycle.

The method for determining unbalanced load, realized to attain the object of the present invention has been illustrated in the attached drawings, wherein; Figure 1a, is the flow chart of the method for determining unbalanced load,
Figure 1b, is the flow chart of an embodiment of the method for determining unbalanced load,

Figure 2, is a graphic showing the number of cycles and steps in the method for determining unbalanced load.

The domestic appliances, preferably washing machines of a front loading type, are provided with a drum in which the clothes to be washed defined as “the load” are placed and which performs the washing and spinning procedures by rotating about an axis, and an electronic control card that provides control. Said control card comprises at least one micro controller and at least one internal/external data storage unit. The data storage unit may be an external unit on said control card or may be an internal unit within the micro controller, such as RAM; ROM; EEPROM. In the preferred embodiment, data is recorded on a ROM included in the micro controller.

In cases when the total load capacity loaded into the drum increases and when the spinning speed rises above 1200 rpm, a detection method that provides an accurate measure of the unbalanced load by analyzing the data collected during the operation of the machine, by the help of the control card, is used in order to ensure an efficient, safe and undamaging spinning operation of the washing machine.

In the unbalanced load determination method according to the present invention, all measurements taken for the working of the method are evaluated with the data obtained by means of a tachogenerator connected to the engine driving the drum. The tachogenerator with more than one pole is defined by the double pole noof the tachogenerator (TK), which is equal to the half of the no of poles. Potential generated from the tachogenerator is converted to square waves and then is used to calculate the frequency. While calculating the frequency, in addition to the no. of tachogenerator double poles (TK), the belt-pulley spin rates (KKO) which is equal to the ratio of the diameters of the pulleys (R/r) in order to define the effect
of the drum with a diameter (R) being rotated by a motor with a drum with a
diameter (r), is also used. As the frequency is directly proportional to the speed
measured, the speed data obtained from these values are transmitted to the
microprocessor.

\[
\text{Frequency} = \left(\frac{\text{rpm}}{60}\right) \times (\text{TK}) \times (\text{KCO}) \quad \text{(equation 1)}
\]

P1 controller arranges data with determined periods or frequencies for calculating
the firing angle and dutycycle and then the motor is driven. In this manner, the
motor rotates at desired cycles and the data obtained from the motor can be interpreted in a time-dependent manner in order to be used. The microcontroller is also provided with a memory containing the experimental data determined in the production or design stages entered by the manufacturer, so that the data received can be compared and interpreted.

The unbalanced load determining method according to the invention, detects the unbalanced load in relation with the balanced load present in the washing machine. Said method, by determining correctly the balanced and unbalanced loads during spinning, enables the spinning cycle to be performed at spinning rates wherein the centrifugal forces and vibrational amplitudes to be created by the balanced and unbalanced loads are within acceptable ranges, and/or provides a more efficient spinning performance.

The unbalanced load determining system comprises the steps of; water discharge (100), distribution (200), pre-spinning (300) and spinning (400). Said method brings the unbalanced state of the load in the machine to a balanced state, in the distribution step (200), then starts the spinning operation, determines the unbalanced load by checking the speed variations and motor potential profiles obtained during the pre-spinning step (300) and provides a safe spinning during the spinning step (400) according to the unbalanced load values obtained.
In order to calculate the number of distributing cycles (m) and the number of prespinning cycles (n) to be performed after the washing cycle, the initial values of the number of distributing cycles (m) and the number of prespinning cycles (n) are defined as “0” by the control card. In the unbalanced load determining method that is started after identifications, water in the drum of the washing machine is drained before each spinning, until it falls below a certain level (100) (A).

Then the steps of rotation in clockwise direction at the speed of washing cycle (201) to continue the pump operation, rotation in counter-clockwise direction at the speed of washing cycle (202), stopping and waiting (203) are applied at different times with different durations, in order to realize the distribution of the laundry. Following the distribution movement, a spinning test speed that is much lower than the resonance spinning speed but able to provide the sticking of the laundry to the peripheral walls of the drum is attained (204) from the washing speed with a low acceleration, in a long time range; and a distribution step (200) is performed at this test speed that is kept constant for a certain time range (205), during which step, the change in the speed values measured sequentially is compared to the data obtained in the experiments made during design and production stages, in order to make the first decision about the amount of the unbalanced load. During this distribution step (200) the discharge pump operates continuously and evacuates water when required.

When the test speed (205) is reached, the drum is given a short time to run in the test speed and it is checked if an absolute deviation from the test speed has entered a certain range. Thus after ensuring that the drum is running in the test speed, speed measurements are taken along the “k” number of revolutions in order to obtain sufficient statistical data and the desired unbalanced load differentiation. While taking speed measurements, the required measurement number is obtained by using the function N (k) formed by the coefficient of the tachogenerator value and the belt-pulley revolution rate. Absolute value deviations of the speed values measured (h) from the test speed (htest) are calculated (I h - htest I ). Thus, the
deviation ($h_{\text{deviation}}$) (equation 2) from the test speed during the spinning cycle (205) is calculated.

\[
\sum_{l=1}^{N(k)} (h_{\text{deviation}(205)} - h_{\text{test}}(l))
\]  
(Equation 2)

The value of deviation from the test speed obtained ($h_{\text{dev}(205)}$) is compared to the values obtained in the reference measurement found during the production stage and recorded to the microprocessor, and the unbalanced load values in the unloaded drum are found. These values correspond to the smallest amount of unbalanced load with respect to other balanced load positions. In case this value is not sufficient to allow to pass to the rinsing cycle, the drum is stopped before passing to the algorithm of determining balanced load, and the distribution step (A) is restarted after increasing the number (m) of distribution revolutions by one more revolution. If the level is still above the limit determined by the manufacturer, said distribution step (200) is repeated "$m_{\text{max}}$" times as defined by the manufacturer. In case of a failure, the procedure is terminated. If such a restriction is not seen, pre-spinning step (300) starts after the distribution step (200), (B).

In the pre-spinning step (300), a prespinning speed rate which is almost 2 fold the resonance spinning speed, is attained in a short time, with a high acceleration rate (301). This high acceleration, which is also referred to as the ramp, serves to avoid the moment of the washing machine or the crashing of the components in the machine by passing the resonance frequencies rapidly. Spinning is performed for a certain period at the prespinning speed ($t_{\text{settling(302)}}$) (302). This period ($t_{\text{settling(302)}}$) ensures both the running of the drum in the prespinning speed, and that water has been evacuated in such an amount that an excessive impact between the tank and the drum is avoided. At the end of this operation, an environment with the laundry closely stuck on the inner peripheral wall of the drum, and with a minimum friction between water-drum-tank and laundry-glass cabin door, will be available.
After the time period for staging in the prespinning speed (302) corresponds to the settling period \( t_{setting} (302) \), during the prespin-test period \( t_{pre-spin-test} = (t_i + t_k) \) the rms (root mean square) voltage \( V_{rms} \) applied to the motor in order to provide a spinning at the prespinning speed, is calculated. The proportion between the rms voltage \( V_{rms} \) and the rms input voltage \( V_{rms-input} \), corresponds to a certain firing angle \( \alpha \) used for adjusting the motor voltage AC-motor phase angle controlled drive systems or to the duty cycle \( \Psi \) in systems with DC chopper (Equation 3).

\[
(V_{rms}) = (V_{rms-input}) \times (\Psi) \quad \text{(equation 3.1)}
\]

\[
(V_{rms}) = (V_{rms-input}) \times \left(\frac{(\pi-\alpha)/2 + \sin(2\alpha)/4}{\pi}\right) \quad \text{(equation 3.2)}
\]

In these measurements, the error function created by the speeds at any moment \( (q) \) \( (E(q)) \) and \( (D(q)) \) are used in the function \( (f) \) defining PI, in order to obtain \( (\alpha) \) and \( (\Psi) \) values.

\[
E(q) = (h_q - h_{reference \ speed}) \quad \text{(equation 4.1)}
\]

\[
D(q+1) = f \{(E(q), E(q-1), D(q))\} \quad \text{(equation 4.2.1)}
\]

\[
\alpha (q+1) = f \{(E(q), E(q-1), D(q))\} \quad \text{(equation 4.2.2)}
\]

There is a relationship between the amount of unbalanced load \( (DY) \) and the amount of rms voltage to be applied. The voltage increases as the unbalance increases.

After the prespinning rate, a fall in the test spinning rate is provided (303). While measuring the time period during this fall the spinning rate, \( t_{fall} = (t_p - t_s) \), various speed measurements are taken sequentially so that the test speed is attained without falling below the determined test speed. This time period \( t_{fall} \) is directly proportional with the time constant of the system, and therefore with
the moment of inertia. When the test speed is attained, the number of revolutions
the measurement of the speed values is carried on.

\[
N(k) = \sum_{i=1}^{N(k)} (I h_i - h_{test I})
\]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(Equation 5)}

After the settling period \( t_{settling (304)} \) it is measured again at the test speed \( h_{deviation (304)} \). The test speed measurement value \( h_{deviation (304)} \), time of entry to the
test speed band during the controlled decrease of speed from the prespinning
speed to the test speed \( t_{fall} \) is transferred to the equations with more that one
undefined constant values \( (S_1,S_2,S_3,S_4,,S_{1.1},S_{1.2},S_{1.3},S_{1.4},..) \), which determines
the load, by means of the firing angle \( (\alpha) \) or of dutycycle \( (\Psi) \) that determine the
voltage applied to the motor at the prespinning speed; and the load \( (Y) \),
unbalanced load \( (DY) \) values are obtained.

In another embodiment of the invention, the average \( h_{deviation(304)} \) and \( \left(h_{deviation(205)}\right) \) test speed measurement values is used instead of using only the test
speed measurement value \( h_{deviation(304)} \).

\[
Y = \text{Load}
\]
\[
t_{fall} = (t_p - t_i) = \text{time of falling from prespinning speed to test spinning speed}
\]
\[
h_{deviation(304)} = \text{standard deviation value of the test speed}
\]
\[
\Psi = \text{working rate}
\]
\[
\alpha = \text{firing angle}
\]
\[
DY = \text{Unbalanced Load value}
\]
\[
(S_1,S_2,S_3,S_4,,S_{1.1},S_{1.2},S_{1.3},S_{1.4},..) = \text{constant values of the equation}
\]

\[
(Equation 6.1)
\]
\[
Y = (S_1) + (S_2)(t_{fall}) + (S_3) (h_{deviation(304)}) + (S_4) (\Psi)
\]
(Equation 6.2)

\[ Y = (S_1) + (S_2)(t_{\text{fall}}) + (S_3)(h_{\text{deviation(304)}}) + (S_4)(\alpha) \]

(Equation 7.1)

\[ DY = (S_{1,1}) + (S_{1,2})(Y) + (S_{1,3})(h_{\text{deviation(304)}}) + (S_{1,4})(\Psi) \]

(Equation 7.2)

\[ DY = (S_{1,1}) + (S_{1,2})(L) + (S_{1,3})(h_{\text{deviation(304)}}) + (S_{1,4})(\alpha) \]

The load \((Y)\) value is determined after the equation 6.1 or 6.2 is solved by means of the constant values \((S_1, S_2, S_3, S_4 \ldots)\) to which the data received are entered end which is recorded in the data storage unit after being found by the experimental data. The load value \((Y)\) and other data collected, are placed in the equation 7.1 or 7.2 and solved by means of the constant values \((S_1, S_2, S_3, S_4 \ldots)\) to which the data received are entered and which are obtained by the experimental data and recorded in the data storage unit, and thus the unbalanced load value \((DY)\) is obtained. The unbalanced load \((DY)\) value is found by using the equation 6.1 and 7.1 in systems with DC chopper, and by using the equation 6.2 and 7.2 in systems with AC phase control. After comparing the parameters and measurement values calculated from the results of the reference experiments made during the design and production stages, which are recorded in the data storage unit and the experimental data defining the spinning rates corresponding the unbalanced load \((DY)\) value obtained as the result of solving the equations \{\((\text{equation 6.1 or 6.2}), (\text{equation 7.1 or 7.2})\)\}, the microcontroller determines the spinning profiles, including such parameters as the speed, time etc. to define the speed rates and durations of the spinning according to the state of the unbalanced load \((C)\).
Options for spinning profiles comprises the spinning stages (400) such as:

- Reaching the ultimate speed following certain steps (D),
- Applying said steps the limit that is permitted by the unbalanced load (DY) (E),
- Repeating the method of determining the unbalanced load, by applying a prespinning cycle with a low rpm (F),
- Returning to the distribution step by increasing the no. of revolutions (n) that define the no. of repeating the method of determining the unbalanced load, by one; provided that it does not exceed the value (n_{max}) determined by the manufacturer (A),
- In cases when the amount of unbalanced load (DY) does not fall below the value determined by the manufacturer (n>n_{max}) or when said amounts is below the limit determined by the manufacturer, no-spinning (G) and stopping.

In an embodiment of the method of determining the unbalanced of the load present invention, a test speed rate of 100 rpm and a prespinning speed rate of 400 rpm are applied for a domestic appliance having a resonance frequency of approximately 200 rpms (Fig. 2).

With the method of determining the unbalanced load according to the present invention, the balanced and unbalanced loads at the beginning of spinning will be determined accurately and suitable distribution or spinning algorithms can be employed. It will be possible to develop washing machines with higher load capacities at smaller volumes. As reliable and efficient spinning profiles are provided, such problems that may arise due to spinning, as opening of the drum, bearing fractures, wearing of the damper, etc. are avoided and the service load can be decreased. Furthermore, by virtue of the reliable and efficient spinning profiles
provided by the method according to the invention, a reduction in uses for testing purposes under design or production conditions as well as strength is provided.
CLAIMS

1. A method for determining the unbalanced load, that provides the domestic appliances, preferably those of the front-loading type, in which the clothes to be washed defined as "the load" are placed, with an efficient, reliable spinning performance that causes no damage, by determining accurately the balanced and unbalanced loads during the spinning cycle, providing spinning cycles at spinning rates wherein the centrifugal forces and vibrational amplitudes to be created by the balanced and unbalanced loads are within acceptable ranges and/or providing a more efficient spinning performance, which comprises the steps of;

- draining the remaining water in the washing machine drum after the completion of the washing cycle, before each spinning, until it reaches to a point below a certain level (100),

- bringing the unbalance to a balanced state by providing the distribution of the load in the drum by rotating the drum in clockwise, counter-clockwise direction and stopping it (200),

- attaining a prespinning speed rate which is greater than the resonance speed rate in a short time by a high acceleration rate, from a test spinning rate that is much lower than that of the resonance speed, resonance frequency rapidly; which will cause the laundry to stick onto the inner peripheral walls of the drum and avoid the displacement of the washing machines which running, as well as crashing of the components in the machine (301),

- finding a firing angle value (α) in AC motor drive systems with phase angle control or a dutycycle (\( \Psi \)) in the systems using DC choppers, at the prespinning speeds, by calculating the rms voltage applied on the motor in order to enable the spinning performance at the prespinning speeds (302),

- after the prespinning speed, providing a fall to the test spinning speed rate by measuring the duration of the fall (t_{fall}) (303),
- measuring and calculating the value of deviation \( h_{\text{deviation}} \) from the test speed (304)
- calculation of the balanced loads \( (Y) \) and unbalanced loads \( (DY) \) by making use of one or more constant values \( (S_1, S_2, S_3, S_4,\ldots, S_{1,1}, S_{1,2}, S_{1,3}, S_{1,4},\ldots) \) to which the data received are entered and which are obtained by the experimental data and recorded in the data storage unit obtained from the firing angle \( (\alpha) \), or dutycycle \( (\Psi) \), fall time \( (t_{\text{fall}}) \) calculated from the test speed deviation value \( (h_{\text{deviation}}) \) , (C)
- comparing the parameters and measurement values calculated from the results of the reference experiments and the unbalanced load \( (DY) \) value obtained, in order to determine the spinning profile that should be applied at that moment (C),
- performing an efficient and reliable spinning according to the unbalanced load \( (DY) \) values obtained during the prespinning step.

2. A method for determining the unbalanced load as defined in Claim 1, comprising the steps of:
- performing spinning at the prespinning speed rate during settling period \( (t_{\text{setting}}) \) in order to provide an environment with the laundry closely stuck on the inner peripheral wall of the drum, and with a minimum friction between water-drum- tank and laundry- glass cabin door and to ensure both the running of the drum in the prespinning speed, and that water has been evacuated in such an amount that excessive impact between the tank and the drum is avoided (302),
- making use of a relationship between the rms voltage \( (V_{\text{rms}}) \) and the rms input voltage \( (V_{\text{rms input}}) \), during an prespin-test period \( (t_{\text{prespin-test}}) \) when the rms voltage \( (V_{\text{rms}}) \) applied to the motor in order to provide spinning at the prespinning rate, is calculated while obtaining the rms firing angle \( (\alpha) \) is found in the prespinning step,

\[
(V_{\text{rms}}) = (V_{\text{rms input}}) \times ((\pi-\alpha)/2+\sin(2\alpha)/4)/\pi)
\]

(equation 3.2)
3. A method for determining the unbalanced load as defined in Claim 1, comprising the steps of:

- performing spinning at the prespinning speed rate during a settling period \( t_{\text{settling}} \) in order to provide an environment with the laundry closely stuck on the inner peripheral wall of the drum, and with a minimum friction between water-drum tank and laundry glass cabin door and to ensure both the running of the drum in the prespinning speed, and that water has been evaporated in such an amount that excessive impact between the tank and the drum is avoided \( t_{\text{settling}} \),

- making use of a relationship between the rms voltage \( V_{\text{rms}} \) and the rms input voltage \( V_{\text{rms input}} \), during an prespin-test period \( t_{\text{prespin-test}} \) when the rms voltage \( V_{\text{rms}} \) applied to the motor in order to provide spinning at the prespinning rate, is calculated while

\[
(V_{\text{rms}}) = (V_{\text{rms input}}) \times (\Psi)
\]  
(equation 3.1)

4. A method for determining the unbalanced load as defined in Claim 1, while measuring and calculating the value of deviation from the test speed rate \( h_{\text{deviation}} \); comprising the step of:

- when the test speed is attained, keeping the run in period \( t_{\text{settling}} \) of the no. of revolutions at this speed \( t_{\text{settling}} \) and measuring the speed values in order to calculate the standard deviation from the test speed values,

\[
h_{\text{deviation}}(304) = \left( \frac{1}{N(k)} \sum_{i=1}^{N(k)} (|h_i - h_{\text{test}}|) \right)
\]  
(Equation 5).

5. In the drive systems with duty cycle \( (\Psi) \) control, that use DC chopper, a method for determining the unbalanced load as defined in Claims 1, 3 and 4, comprising the following steps while making the calculations of balanced load \( (Y) \) and unbalanced load \( (DY) \);
- finding the load \( (Y) \) value by solving the equation (6.1):

\[
Y = (S_1) + (S_2)(t_{\text{fail}}) + (S_3) (h_{\text{deviation}(304)}) + (S_4) (\Psi) \quad \text{(Equation 6.1), and}
\]

- finding the unbalanced load \( (DY) \) value by solving the equation (7.1):

\[
DY = (S_{1,1}) + (S_{1,2}) (Y) + (S_{1,3}) (h_{\text{deviation}(304)}) + (S_{1,4}) (\Psi) \quad \text{(Equation 7.1).}
\]

6. In the drive systems with AC motor phase angle \( (\alpha) \) control, a method for determining the unbalanced load as defined in Claims 1, 2 and 4, comprising the following steps while making the calculations of balanced load \( (Y) \) and unbalanced load \( (DY) \):

- finding the load \( (Y) \) value by solving the equation (6.2):

\[
Y = (S_1) + (S_2)(t_{\text{fail}}) + (S_3) (h_{\text{deviation}(304)}) + (S_4) (\alpha) \quad \text{(Equation 6.2), and}
\]

- finding the unbalanced load \( (DY) \) value by solving the equation (7.2):

\[
DY = (S_{1,1}) + (S_{1,2}) (Y) + (S_{1,3}) (h_{\text{deviation}(304)}) + (S_{1,4}) (\alpha) \quad \text{(Equation 7.2).}
\]

7. A method for determining the unbalanced load as defined in Claims 1-6; comprising the steps of:

- rotation in the counter-clockwise direction, at the washing speed (202),

- stopping and waiting for a while (203)

- rotation in the clockwise direction, at the washing speed (201),

- attaining a test spinning speed rate that is much lower than the resonance spinning speed rate, which will cause the laundry to stick to the peripheral walls of the drum in long time range, at a low acceleration rate (204),

- waiting for a while (turning (205)) \( (t_{\text{settling}(205)}) \) so that the rotational speed can run in the test speed, when the said test speed is attained (205)

- taking speed measurements at the test speed along the “k” number of revolutions to obtain sufficient statistical data and the desired unbalanced
load decomposition by using the function N(k) formed by the coefficient of the tachogenerator value and the belt-pulley revolution ratio (205),
- calculating and adding the absolute value deviations of the speed values measured (h_i) from the test speed (h_test) (|h_i - h_test|), and thus calculating the deviation \( h_{\text{deviation (205)}} \) created during the spinning at the test speed plate (205)

\[
N(k) = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} (|h_i - h_{\text{test}}|) \right) \quad \text{(Equation 2)}
\]
- comparing the deviation value \( h_{\text{deviation (205)}} \) from the test speed obtained with the values obtained in the reference measurements taken in design and production stages, and finding the amount of unbalanced load that they correspond in an empty drum,
- stopping the drum, in case this value is not sufficient to allow to pass to the spinning cycle and if the number of distribution cycles (m) is smaller than \( m_{\text{max}} \) which is determined by the manufacturer, restarting the distribution step (A) after increasing the number \( m \) of distribution revolutions by one more revolution;
- terminating the process if the number of revolutions \( m \) is equal to or greater than the no. determined by the manufacturer \( m_{\text{max}} \),
- if no restrictions are seen, passing from the distribution step (200) to the prespinning step (300) (B);
so that the water discharge process continues at various times and durations during the distribution step (200).

8. A method for determining the unbalanced load as defined in Claims 1-6, comprising a priming step (D), wherein spinning is made up to according to the unbalanced load (DY) values found during the prespinning step of the spinning cycle (400).
9. A method for determining the unbalanced load as defined in Claims 1-6, comprising a priming step (E), wherein spinning is made up to the limit allowed by the unbalanced load according to the unbalanced load (DY) values found during the prespinning step of the spinning cycle (400).

10. A method for determining the unbalanced load as defined in Claims 1-6, comprising a spinning step (F) wherein spinning is performed by a prespinning at a low rpm and by repeating the distribution stage, according to the unbalanced load (DY) values found during the prespinning cycle, at the spinning stage (400).

11. A method for determining the unbalanced load as defined in Claims 1-6, comprising the steps of:
- returning directly to the distribution step (A) by increasing one revolution, provided that the number \( n \) of the cycle that defines the number of repetitions of the method of determining the unbalanced load does not exceed the value \( n_{\text{max}} \) determined by the manufacturer,
- not performing any spinning, in case the number \( n \) of the cycle that defines the number of repetitions of the method of determining the unbalanced load \( n > n_{\text{max}} \)
when the unbalanced load (DY) amount found before passing to spinning cycle (400) is above the value defined by the manufacturer.

12. A method for determining the unbalanced load as defined in Claims 10-12, that comprises the step of;
- using the test speed measurement values of \( h_{\text{deviation} (304)} \) and \( h_{\text{deviation} (205)} \) instead of using only the test speed measurement value \( h_{\text{deviation} (304)} \), while calculating the load \( Y \), unbalanced load (DY).

13. A method for determining the unbalanced load as defined in Claims 1, comprising the step of;
attaining a prespinning speed which is approximately two fold the resonance spinning speed (301).

14. A domestic appliance comprising a drum in which the clothes to be washed defined as "the load" are placed, a motor which drives the drum to perform the washing and spinning operations by rotating about an axis; a tachogenerator which is connected to the said motor; at least one microcontroller that transfers the AC voltage generated form said tachogenerator, as speed data after being converted to square waves, that controls the washing machine, that identifies the periods defining the number of revolutions of the drum in order to enable the calculation of the firing angle (α) arranged by means of the PI controller, the drive of the motor at desired rpms, the use and interpretation of the data obtained from the motor in a time-dependent manner and the interpretation and comparison of the data collected; and an electronic control card that comprises internally, externally or in the microcontroller at least one data storage unit in order to store the experimental data entered by the manufacturer and determined during the manufacturing or design stages; and which provides a method for determining the unbalanced load as defined in Claims 1-13 by, determining accurately the balanced and unbalanced loads during spinning, in cases when the total load capacity loaded in the drum increases and when the spinning rate exceeds the resonance speed, by precise unbalanced load measurement obtained through the analysis of the data collected by means of the control card during the operation of the machine, using the microcontroller, according to the experimental data recorded in the data storage unit, and thus enabling the performance of spinning at spinning rates with acceptable centrifugal forces and vibration amplitudes that may be created by the balanced and unbalanced loads, and/or enabling the spinning to be made more efficiently, so that the washing machine can perform the spinning process in a more efficient, more reliable way, without any damages.
15. A domestic appliance comprising a drum in which the clothes to be washed defined as "the load" are placed, a motor which drives the drum to perform the washing and spinning operations by rotating about an axis; a tachogenerator which is connected to the said motor; at least one microcontroller that transfers the DC voltage generated form said tachogenerator, as speed data after being converted to square waves, that controls the washing machine, that identifies the periods defining the number of revolutions of the drum in order to enable the calculation of the average dutycycle (P) arranged by means of the PI controller, the drive of the motor at desired rpm.s, the use and interpretation of the data obtained from the motor in a time-dependent manner and the interpretation and comparison of the data collected; and an electronic control card that comprises internally, externally or in the microcontroller at least one data storage unit in order to store the experimental data entered by the manufacturer and determined during the manufacturing or design stages; and which provides a method for determining the unbalanced load as defined in Claims 1-13 by, determining accurately the balanced and unbalanced loads during spinning, in cases when the total load capacity loaded in the drum increases and when the spinning rate exceeds the resonance speed, by precise unbalanced load measurement obtained through the analysis of the data collected by means of the control card during the operation of the machine, using the microcontroller, according to the experimental data recorded in the data storage unit, and thus enabling the performance of spinning at spinning rates with acceptable centrifugal forces and vibrational amplitudes that may be created by the balanced and unbalanced loads, and/or enabling the spinning to be made more efficiently, so that the washing machine can perform the spinning process in a more efficient, more reliable way, without any damages.
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